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“This phenomenon of duplication is, of course, a characteristic of 
the entire plethora of things and processes as they become subject 
matter of algorithmic treatment … In effect, the algorithmic 
revolution makes things and processes disappear from their 
existence as perceivable by our senses.”

Frieder Nake (216) Keynote - xCoAx16, Bergamo, Italy



Part #01 :: The Informational Context







"With certain exceptions (such as 
sunrises), being informed generally 
involves linguistically encoded 
meanings, at appropriate levels of 
abstraction, all made intelligible by 
frames of knowledge. Without 
these, transmissions that are 
meaningless or false may too easily 
be (mis)taken for information." 

McCullough, 2013, The Ambient Commons, 
p.36









Part #02 :: Cultural Context





“Cities become 
hardware/software platforms 
organized by physical and 
virtual interfaces, and strange 
new political subjects (some 
not even human) gain 
unforeseen sovereignties as 
the users of those interfaces.” 

(Bratton, 2016, The Stack) 











Part #03 :: Beyond the Surface

















“Images as digital images are not visible… The image in 
postmodern times, in times of algorithms and computations 
exist in a double mode. I usually call it, algorithmic sign… We can 
deal with it as a digital image only if we consider it to be a pair of 
a visible surface and a manipulated sub-face. The surface is 
analogue, the sub-face is digital.” 

Frieder Nake (216) Keynote - xCoAx16, Bergamo, Italy









NMC (2016) Improvimng Digital Literacy (nmc.org) JISC (2016) Digital Literacy (jisc.ac.uk)



• How are we inserting media literacy – the production of media – into forms of digital 
scholarship?

• How are our higher education systems teaching data research and data literacy?

• How are we preparing students to be entrepreneurial and sophisticated users, 
developers and critics of media environments?

•What are the new communication design methodologies appropriate as a base line for 
graduates?

•What is happening with our assessment design and how does this look against an 
evolving work place? 

• How do students interface with industry and community to bring to bear critical 
thinking skills, ethical approaches to data and notions of equality and civil responsibility 
for an intensely mediated future? 
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